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The Use of Linear Fractional Transformations to Produce Building Plans
Abstract. Linear fractional transformations are mappings on the complex plane that can be used to form building plans. Linking topological and geometrical considerations to meet certain criteria is one way of generating plans. This present study seeks any mathematical structures underlying basic plan forms which would link topological and geometrical maps. It concludes with an algorithm for plan generation.
"The plan is the generator" said Le Corbusier; but how are plans generated? We usually start with a topological map (bubble diagram) and morph this into a geometrical map (plan). I was interested to find a mathematical structure underlying this process which was, perhaps, more elegant than the "chopping block" techniques of most shape grammar methods.
Linear fractional transformations (LFTs) are mappings on the complex plane and have been used to produce fractal patterns. I have used the same transformations to generate rectangular configurations to form building plans. A particular rectangle can be generated by inscribing it in a particular circle starting at a specific point on the circumference. LFTs map circles to circles and if the circles overlap this will generate further adjacent rectangles which form architectonic patterns. To ensure that circles overlap the transformations have to be elliptic . This ensures that there are two fixed points and the position of these determines the way the layout progresses. By varying the parameters a, b, c and d a range of plan types is produced using mathematical software. This is a first small step in a new method of plan generation.
Introduction
The main problem of space layout planning is linking topological considerations with geometrical ones to meet certain criteria [Jo and Gero 1998 ]. Topological considerations of connectedness and adjacency of spaces can be represented by a graph comprising a set of vertices and edges, familiar to architects as a bubble diagram. To transform this into a building plan involves turning the vertices into geometrical shapes (usually rectangles) while considering spatial, access and aesthetic requirements. Formal enumeration of these transformations is fraught with problems, not least the 'combinatorial explosion' of numbers of possible solutions [Steadman 1989: 112] . In practice architects and designers make tentative arrangements of shapes sometimes using circular or elliptical forms to approximate the rectangles before the layout is firmed up. Many approximations may be made and at each stage a selection is made based on intuitive skill. I wanted to investigate the possibility of finding any mathematical structures underlying basic plan forms which would link topological and geometrical maps. A final inspiration was the picture "Several Circles" by Vasily Kandinsky which consists of a pattern of overlapping circles (this is reproduced on various websites; see for instance http://guggenheim.stores.yahoo.net/kanpossevcir.html).
Architectural framework
Buildings consist of a collection of adjacent spaces. Adjacency is the key to the production of building plans. If spaces are adjacent then they can be directly connected. Plans are built up by grouping connected spaces with circulation spaces. Spaces are generally polygonal to ensure adjacency and most usually rectangular or made up of rectangles. Rectangles are placed next to each other to form an overall plan layout. There are several categories of overall plan layouts. I wanted to start by looking at linear configurations and cyclic configurations (arrangements of spaces around a common space).
Mathematical framework
A rectangle of any size, proportion and position can be generated by inscribing horizontal and vertical lines from a point on a circle in the Cartesian plane. An adjacent rectangle can be generated by inscribing it in another circle that overlaps the first and passes through at least one vertex of the first rectangle. The vertex chosen and the size of the second circle determine the size, proportion and configuration of the second rectangle. A plan can be thus generated by a series of overlapping circles. The process can be pictured as
